STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club: Taranaki RC
Date Thursday 8 Dec 2011
Weather: Fine
Track: Good 3
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman), N Goodwin and B Bateup
Typist: K Smart

Rail: Out 5m

GENERAL:.

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:
Suspensions:
Fines:
Warnings:
Horse Actions:
Bleeders:
Medical Certificates:
Rider Changes:
Late Scratchings:

KEEP SMILING, MARCHING ON, NEW ORDER, PERO, ZELUS,
STORM BREW, DIVINE SPICE, BENNY’S SISTER, KOHI ROAD

R2 – MENDEAN –Warning (Racing manners)

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
WEST END BOWLING CLUB MAIDEN
KING FOR A DAY began awkwardly and got back. CONNIE BE GOOD jumped awkwardly and
unbalanced the rider. PATTY HEARST raced keenly throughout. KING FOR A DAY and
STORM HOME bumped near the 700m. D Bradley the rider of KING FOR A DAY reported
that the gelding had raced greenly throughout and in his view would benefit from the run.
CONNIE BE GOOD was held up rounding the turn and near the 250m, when attempting a
run between PIAZZA SAN PIETRO and STORM HOME was denied clear running when both
runners shifted ground. A little further on CONNIE BE GOOD was again held up when ST
PIETRO shifted out and STORM HOME shifted in and away from KEEP SMILING, which was
laying in under pressure over the final stages. C Ormsby the rider of CONNIE BE GOOD
viewed footage of the final stages with respect to lodging a protest however elected not to
proceed. MR KEENINSKY raced wide without cover throughout.
Race 2
STELLA ARTOIS MAIDEN
FALZANO was tightened at the start and got back.
POROTENE TEKEELA jumped inwards at the start and bumped for several strides with
MENDEAN which continued to race ungenerously for some distance and hung outwards
round the turn, running very wide near the 400m. Connections of MENDEAN were advised
that a warning would be placed against the gelding with regard to its racing manners.
C Hutchings the rider of MINISHU was advised to exercise care after shifting inwards near
the 150m hampering NIGHT WITH HEF.

Race 3
CROWDED HOUSE “PARTY CENTRAL” DEC 27TH 1200
ENDOR was slow away. SANS SOUCI lost the offside front plate during the running. TAKE
OFF raced wide over the early stages.
When questioned regarding the run of NIPPIN rider M Cameron advised that the horse had
got back after being outpaced in the early stages however had run on well over the final
500m. LA MANZANILLA was held up passing the 200m and near the 150m was crowded for
several strides by DANCING DEE which was taken in by COLORADO (P Taylor). P Taylor was
advised to exercise care.
Race 4
CSP PACIFIC 1600
ISHMA shifted in shortly after leaving the barriers crowding PERO which lost ground.
MONACHEE raced keenly in the early stages passing the 1400m and had to be steadied off
heels for some distance. DAWSON FALLS was held up passing the 400m until near the
200m. Following the race HEIR SUPPLY returned to the enclosure minus the off front plate.
Race 5
NULOOK WINDOWS & DOORS MDN 3YO
CLEVERBASKET reared and lost ground at the start. ROYAL VI and SANIANI were slow away.
KINGQUEEN raced four wide without cover throughout. ATHENRY was held up for some
distance in the home straight and when attempting a run near the 200m shifted out and
bumped with SANIANI, became unbalanced and lost ground. CLEVERBASKET raced in
restricted room for some distance passing the 200m.
Race 6
BROUGHAM HEIGHTS
STORM BREW jumped out abruptly at the start and tightened KASHMIR KID. BUBBSY’S
CHOICE shifted in abruptly when making the crossing near 1300m and momentarily
hampered IF BY KIPLING. FLOREAT DAYS was obliged to race three wide throughout.
STORM BREW made the bend near the 300m awkwardly and bumped with COOL
RECEPTION. KASHMIR KID hung inwards throughout the final straight.
CHAINEDINALKATRAZ (C Ormsby) lay in when being ridden with vigour near the 100m mark
into the line of AIYANA which had to steady off heels. Also affected was LYRIC FANTASY
which was jostled. C Ormsby was reminded of his obligation to keep his mount straight
when in similar circumstances. FLOREAT DAYS could not be ridden to full advantage over
the final stages due to its tendency to hang in.
Race 7
AON INSURANCE MAIDEN
UPPER CUT and LEICA DUELL were slow away. AUTHENTIC made the first bend awkwardly
and dictated MADAME PADOZA and BE YOURSELF over extra ground on entering the back
straight. SEARCH FOR FAME had to steady off the heels of the tiring SHIP AHOY passing the
600m. Passing the 150m VODKAS shifted in and away from UPPER CUT resulting in
crowding to SEARCH FOR FAME which had to be steadied. BE YOURSELF raced four wide
throughout. J Parkes the rider of LAMOTTA with respect to this use of his whip on a horse
not in contention.
Race 8
THE WATERFRONT HOTEL
MUZZA struck its barrier partition on jumping away and lost ground. VOLGUS was slow
away. NINE IRON raced fiercely in the run down the back straight and had to be continually
steadied. VOLGUS had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early part of the home
straight.

Race 9
RACES SAT DEC 24TH 1800
SHEZREGAL and MY O’RIELLY were slow to begin. MY O’RIELLY and ONE NOUGHT SHORT
raced wide throughout. ANNA KARENINA raced keenly in the early and middle stages.
SWAZI lay out rounding the final turn. VAN HELSING was inclined to lay in over the final
400m and had to be continually straightened. Shortly after straightening I CHIANTI which
was weakening was crowded for several strides when GLAIZEM was taken out to obtain
clear run. S Doyle was advised to exercise care.

